CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS

MUNDUS (ZARAGOZA, SPAIN)
1 PORTUGAL RESIDENT (18-30) / SEPTEMBER 2021 TO MAY 2022

ABOUT THE PROJECT
It's a international project, with multiple mobilities, under the
framework of European Solidarity Corps program.

our idea

Promote the inclusion and
participation of young people
with fewer opportunities in an
international voluntary mobility
experience, while encouraging
the development of personal
and social skills among them.

This project is coordinated by Associação Juvenil Rota Jovem
(PT), in partnership with Asociación Mundus (ES), VCS Skopje
(MK), ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE EUFEMIA (IT), Momentum
World (UK), ILGA Portugal (PT) and Gap Year Portugal (PT).

THE PROJECT WILL HAVE TWO COMPULSORY ACTIVITIES:

PREPARATORY PLANNING VISIT: IN PORTUGAL, FROM 28TH TO 31ST OF JULY
The participants will be the representatives of the partners and the
volunteers selected to carry out the mobilities. This activity will be
essential to guarantee the quality of the mobilities and the preparation
of the volunteers.

VOLUNTEERING SERVICE PERIOD: SEPTEMBER 2021 TO MAY 2022

ESC GENERAL CONDITIONS
Your participation in this project is totally financed by the European Solidarity Corps program.

You will receive an individual monthly allowance for your food
expenses, local transportation and pocket money. The money
will be given to each volunteer at the beginning of the month
and it will be his/her responsibility to manage it well.

what's included:
INTERNATIONAL TRAVELS

POCKET MONEY

YOUTHPASS CERTIFICATE

HEALTH INSURANCE

HOUSING

GUIDANCE

HELP WITH FOOD EXPENSES

LOCAL TRANSPORTS

MENTORING

ABOUT MUNDUS
Asociación Mundus is a non-profit organization established in 2013 in Spain. Now
it has offices in Santa Coloma de Gramenet (Barcelona), Girona and Zaragoza.
Mundus' aim is to promote intercultural learning, volunteering and non-formal
education.
The main activities of Mundus consist in managing international training and
mobility projects like internships, volunteering, youth exchanges and training
courses.
The mission of the organization
is to prepare young people to
successfully meet the challenges
of nowadays society by
empowering them through
international learning
experiences.

VOLUNTEERS PROFILE
Open minded;
Tolerant;

We would like to have somebody who is

Positive;

they have some Spanish skills/or if they are

Creative;
Someone who has a lot of interest to know how
an NGO works with youngsters and international
mobility and that will be motivated to work at an
office;

able to work in English and it will help if
very motivated to learn spanish;
Young people with fewer opportunities,
facing social obstacles or geographical
obstacles

TASK DESCRIPTION
Mundus normally receives students who are doing the trainingship of their specialization; those students stay 4
weeks in Zaragoza and have a weekly tutoring + support from Mundus. The usual countries where they come from
are Poland, Italy, Croatia, Bulgaria, France and also Portugal.

activities
Accompanying the students in the
beginning, supporting them in the onarrival training;
Supporting with documentation;
Taking pictures of some activities that
the students do;
Accompanying in some leisure
activities

schedule (6 or 7h/day)
Monday to Friday taking 6 or 7 hours
per day, between 9h30 and 15h30.

TASK DESCRIPTION
Mundus runs a big project called SAAM that offers mobilities from African students to Europe. Our volunteers can
support the project because some of the countries that are involved have as official or co-official language the
portuguese.

activities
Support writing some documents;
Making some translations;
Helping to get better communication
with our African partners

schedule (6 or 7h/day)
Monday to Friday taking 6 or 7 hours
per day, between 9h30 and 15h30.

TASK DESCRIPTION
Working on a personal project of his/her interest that will be spread by Instagram (@voluntarios_europeos_zgz) in
a proper profile that our volunteers are using - the actual volunteers are working with self-esteem and mental
health. They post one or twice some advices by this net.
Our idea is that the volunteer enrich this profile with some posts regarding with one topic that he/she will choose
and even create one or two workshops that could be offer to young people (virtually or physically due by the
COVID).

activity
Personal project

schedule
Half a day per week

HOW TO APPLY
Please, send your CV and Motivation letter to our email address voluntariado@ilga-portugal.pt and
write on the subject line “Citizenship Lab - ESC Application - Mundus”.

Application deadline: 30 april 2021

